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                           GH will be attending the AISTech 2024 trade fair

                          // 

                          Starting date: 06/05/2024


Finishing date: 09/05/2024


Location place: Columbus, Ohio, USA
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                           GH participates in the FABTECH Mexico

                          // 

                          Starting date: 07/05/2024


Finishing date: 09/05/2024


Location place: Monterrey, Mexico


                        

                      

                    

 
                    
               		
        
        		

           		
                
                


                
                    
                        
                          
                            

                                
Industrias Electromecánicas GH, S.A.

	Is a industrial business group (known today as GH CRANES & COMPONENTS), family owned business, which was founded in 1958.

	The main activity is manufacturing hoists, overhead cranes and components for the cranes, although in its manufacturing range can be found gantry cranes, jib cranes, transfer carts, cantilever cranes and other types of lifting elements.
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                      		Are intelligent cranes right for your application?
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                      		7 questions for a Leading Crane manufacturer
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                      	How GH Granes & Components is making history in the Lifting material Industry
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